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2019年 法政大学 全学部 2月 5日 

 

【１】 つぎの問 1～15 の各文の空欄に入る最も適切なものを，a～d の中からそれぞれ一つ選び，そ

の記号を解答欄にマークせよ。 

 

問 1  [      ] in Edo-period Japanese, the book was difficult to understand. 

a．Writing b．Written c．Wrote d．Having written 

 

問 2  Few people stay here for the [      ] of their health. 

a．motivation b．cause c．desire d．sake 

 

問 3  She looked around to satisfy herself that [      ] in sight. 

a．no one wasn’t   b．no one was  

c．anyone was   d．anyone wasn’t 

 

問 4  She didn’t mind [      ] telling people her age. 

a．at all    b．of all  

c．without ever   d．to ever 

 

問 5  I love all music, [      ] reggae. 

a．correctly b．precisely c．particularly    d．exactly 

 

問 6  They sat in the arrival lounge, waiting [      ] land. 

a．for the plane   b．the plane to  

c．the plane’s   d．for the plane to 

 

問 7  It seems that happier employees [      ] for improved customer service. 

a．give b．do c．make d．set 
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問 8  His findings may provide an important [      ] to the fate of the missing airliner. 

a．bond b．clue c．essence d．source 

 

問 9  Be sure to take [      ] of the opportunity to thank them for all their contributions. 

a．advantage b．benefit c．profit d．occasion 

 

問 10  It was cold when the taxi arrived for me last night. I [      ] my overcoat and went out. 

a．dressed b．laid on c．put on d．wore 

 

問 11  The company’s English-only policy is intended to [      ] new life into its business culture. 

a．start b．fill c．reach d．breathe 

 

問 12  We’ll hold the tennis tournament as planned, [      ] the weather. 

a．regardless of   b．according to  

c．relative to   d．capable of 

 

問 13  Instead of streets named unimaginatively after towns and regions, Britain should [      ] 

overseas where streets are named after poets, civil rights campaigners, and victims of injustice. 

a．reject the established tradition b．follow the widespread practice 

c．consider the similar custom d．adopt the unnecessary pattern 

 

問 14  It’s no secret that [      ] a rather low average per capita income, Bangkok has emerged as 

the unofficial capital of Southeast Asia. 

a．despite b．without c．even d．regarding 

 

問15  Honolulu’s law allowing the police to fine pedestrians up to $35 for viewing electronic devices 

[      ] in October 2017. 

a．became into force  b．came into validity  

c．took effect   d．acquired authority 

 

 


